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Home Student Resources Chapter 14: Indirect Costs Multiple Choice Issues This Activity contains 17 questions. The choice of answers in this exercise appears in a different order every time the page is loaded. This article looks at the various methods of reporting service center costs when calculating unit costs based on the principles of
absorption costs, each unit of costs charged from its direct costs and the corresponding share of the organization's total overhead (indirect costs). The corresponding share means an amount that reflects the time and effort that went into producing unit costs. Cost centers are centers that exist to provide services to other cost centers in the
organization. They do not work directly on the production of the final product. Consequently, their costs must be re-appropriated into production cost centres so that their overheads can be absorbed into the final product. This article looks at the various methods of re-exporting the cost of the center of services. Direct Method This is the
easiest method and ideal for use when service cost centers provide services to production cost centers, but not to each other. Example 1 looks at this situation. Example 1 Company overheads were distributed and distributed across five cost centers, as shown below. Prod. AProd centre cost. The cost of the BProd center. Cost of the
CProd center. DProd center cost. The cost of The Center E distributed and distributed overhead ($)80,000100,00010,0002020,0004,000 Use of service cost centers is as follows: The cost of centerAB Use of services C40%60% Use of services D75%25% Use of services E30%70% In this situation, overhead service center costs are
simply divided by use. For example, the production cost center A should be charged 40%, 75% and 30% respectively, the overhead costs of the cost center C and D and E. This will lead to the next reappport. Prod. AProd centre cost. BService Center Cost Center CService Cost Center DService Center Cost Center E distributed and
distributed overhead ($)80,00010,00010,00020,0004,000 Center C re-distribution ($)4,0006,000 (10,000) Cost center re-porting (ap ap) $)15,0005,000 (20,000) Cost Center E Reappportation ($) 1,2002,800 (4,000) TOTAL OVERHEADS100,20013,800nilnil Advice: To verify that you have not made any arifmetric errors, TOTAL
OVERHEADS100,20013,800nilnil Advice: To verify that you have not made any arithmetic errors, total check that overheads go in ($80,000 and $100,000 $10,000 and $20,000 $4,000 and $21,400) equal overhead output ($100,200 and $113,800 214,000) Step down method This approach is best of all to use where some service costs to
the centres provide services to other centres at the cost of services, but these services do not meet Example 2 looks at this situation. The Cost Center C serves centers D and E, but D and E do not reciprocate by serving C. Under these conditions, the cost of a service center that serves most other spending centers should be re-exported
first. Then we go down to the center of cost of services, which provides the second place on the service, and so on. The example 2 Data as Example 1, in addition to the use of services C, D and E. The use of service cost centers is as follows: Cost centerABCD E Using services C40%58% nil8% 2% Use of services D75%20%nilnil 5%
Use of services E30%nilnil Prod. AProd centre cost. The cost of the BService Center center cost CService center cost DService center cost of the E center distributed and distributed overhead ($)80,000100,00010,00020,0004, 0,000 Cost Center C re-gue ($4,0005,000 (10,000)800200 Cost center D re-distribution ($) 15,6004,160
(20,800)1,040 Center E Reapplocation Center ($1,5723,00,040 668 5,240 TOTAL OVERHEADS ($) 101,172112,828nilnilnil This approach is used where some service cost centers provide services to other service cost centers, and the service reciprocates. In example, 3 cost center C serves Center D, and vice versa. In fact, an
organization can ignore this mutual service and re-manage overheads using a direct or resigning approach. In example, 3, a direct approach involves reporting overheads C based on overheads of 40/90 and 50/90 on A and B, respectively, and ignoring the reciprocal overhead services of D.D. will be similarly re-prepared on the basis of
75/95 and 20/95. However, if we choose to fully reflect the reciprocal services between C and D, one of two methods is possible - a re-distribution approach or an algebraic approach. Both methods of solving the simultaneous equation should give the same result. Example 3 demonstrates both methods. In the exam, the examiner will
indicate that he wants you to use one or any of these methods by asking for a method that fully reflects reciprocal services. Practically in the FMA/MA exam, where the topic will be dealt with with two-point questions, the focus will be on algebraik, as re-distribution will take too long. Example 3 Data as example 1, in addition to using C and
D services, has changed again. The use of service cost centers is as follows: Cost centreABCD E Using services C40%50%nil10% zero Use of services D75%20%5%nil Use of E30%70%nil nil Prod. AProd centre cost. Cost of the BService Center Cost Center CService Cost Center DService Center E cost distributed and distributed
overhead ($)80,00010,00010,00020,0004,000 Center Cost E re-time ($) (note 1) 1,2002,800 (4,000) Center cost C-time ($) (note 1) 1,2002,800 (4,0000) Center cost re-times (Note 2) 4,0005,000 (10,000)1000 Cost Center D re-portation ($)15,7504,2001,050 (21,000) Center Cost C Reposition ($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost C
Repositioning ($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost C Repositioning ($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost C Repositioning ($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost Center C Repositioning ($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost Center C Repositioning ($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost C Reposition ($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost C Reposition
($)420525 (1,050)105 Center Cost C Repositioning ($)420525 реаппекции (примечание 3)8322nil (105) TOTAL OVERHEADS ($) ($) Note 1 E costs costs are spent directly as non-reciprocal services are involved. Note 2 Doesn't really matter which of the two remaining spending centers you start with. Note 3 On the last report, D
overheads are spent on the basis of 75/95 to A and 20/95 to B. Mutual service C is ignored because, to date, it is not material. Algebraic approach First, we can adjust the process of re-selection of overheads as a set of equations. Let: A - total overheads, re-charged in Division A B - total overheads that have been transferred to Division
B, etc. then: A 80,000 and 0.40 C - 0.75 D and 0.30 E B - 100,000 0.50 C. 0.20 D - 0.70 E C, 10,000 - 0.05 D , 20,000 - 0.10 C E - 4000 If you remember your school math, you note that the equations for C and D are simultaneous - that is, C is function D, and D is a function C. These two equations should be solved first. Different
approaches can be solved simultaneously by equations, but replacement is probably the fastest. Substituting the D equation into the C equation: C = 10,000 + 0.05 (20,000 + 0.10 C) Multiplying out the bracket: C = 10,000 + 1000 + 0.005 C Collecting terms: 0.995 C = 11,000 C = 11,055.3 Substituting into the D equation: D = 20,000 +
0.10 × 11,055.3 D = 21,105.5 Finally, plugging these values into the equations for A and B, the total overhead apportioned to each of the production cost centres is: A = 80,000 + 0.40 × 11,055.3 + 0.75 × 21,105.5 + 0.3 × 4,000 A = 101,451.2 B = 100,000 + 0.50 × 11,055.3 + 0.20 × 21,105.5 + 0.7 × 4,000 B = 112, 548.8 These results, as
they should be, are quite close to the repeated distribution approach. Test your understanding Of the next question is a representative question on this topic that you can experience in the FMA/MA exam. The company has two product cost centers (V and W) and two service cost centers (X and Y). The following overheads were
distributed and distributed among the four cost centres. The centerVWXY cost is distributed and distributed overhead ($)6,0008,0004,00010,000 The company has calculated the following use of X and Y services. Cost centreVWXY Using services X60%30%nil10% The cost of services Y80%20%nil nil How much would the center V total
overhead cost if the company used a step-down approach to re-spending center service costs? $10,400 B $10,720 C $16,400 D $16,720 Correct Answer D ($6,000 ($10,000 - 0.1 - $4,000)) Written by a member of the management accounting investigation team There are certain overheads, which cannot be fully debited from a particular
department or store, such expenses are spent in a suitable ratio for adjacent departments or stores. Distribution means the distribution of overhead costs to cost centres and a reasonable basis. Thus, the principle is that if overheads be fully allocated to a specific cost center, it should be distributed to related cost centers. This includes
finding a suitable distribution framework that will ensure that overheads are fairly distributed among interested cost centres. The procedure for selecting overhead costs through departmentalizationFor the appointment of overhead costs, the plant's departments are divided into two categories, i.e. the production depennets and service
departmentsProduces are departments directly engaged in the production of products, for example, departments of cutting, sewing and finishing packaging of the garment factory. DepartmentsService's service departments are departments that do not perform product operations that need to be manufactured but provide support services.
Also check: Administrative overhead overhead requirements Guidelines or guidelines that facilitate the definition of a suitable framework for determining overhead costs are explained below:1. The benefits are consistent with this principle, with evidence that total overheads should be based on the actual benefit received by the relevant
cost centres. This method is applicable when the actual benefits are measurable. for example, rents can be different based on the area occupied by each department2. Potential benefits, according to this principle, and the total item of overhead should be based on potential benefits (i.e. benefits that can be obtained). When measuring the
actual benefits is difficult or impossible or uneconomical this method is accepted. for example, the cost of dining can be spent on the basis of the number of employees in each department, which is a potential benefit3. The ability to pay In this principle overheads should be costs based on the possibility of selling or generating income by
the relevant departments. In other words, departments that contribute more to profit should receive a higher share of overhead costs4. EfficiencyIn this principle, the overheads are met on the basis of production goals. If the target is higher, the unit cost is reduced, indicating higher efficiency. If the goal is not reached, the unit value goes
up, which indicates the inefficiency of the department.5 Method of specific criteria: In accordance with this principle, overhead costs are spent on the basis of specific criteria defined in the survey. Thus, this method is also known as the Survey Method. When it is difficult to choose the right basis in other methods, this method is adopted.
For example, when paying wages a thorough examination is carried out to ensure that he pays a lot of time and attention to different departments. On the basis of the above survey, this decision is made. Also check: Preordained overhead selection stages of overhead overheads overhead selection process selection takes place in two
stages, namely primary and secondary imbalances. These two stages are explained below:1. Primary disparities In overhead items, such as fire insurance, building depreciation, building repairs and maintenance, building leases, etc., are in the overall benefit of more than one department. At this stage, such items are in favour of
departments. One of the best steps to reduce overheads is to know the basis for re-up overheads and then use them. There are various fundamentals on which overhead costs could be used for the departments concerned. Choosing the right framework is really a matter of judgment. With the appropriate framework, all overheads will be
accounted for by the relevant production departments and services. The example of the total rent is $5,000 Area Division A is 100 square feet. Division B is 200 square feet. Division C area is 700 square feet, Now the total ratio of A : B : C is 1 : 2 : 7Total rental costs Of Division A (5000) x 1/10 and $500Total rental costs Of Division B (5 x
2/ 10 - $1000Total rental costs Department C and (5000) x 7/10 $3500Total Rent - $5,000 From the above example, It's clear total overheads will be distributed to different departments on some basis. The basis for the rent is the territory of the department. Also check: Overhead takeovers2. Secondary disparity Notice of the overhead
maintenance phase for production departments. The purpose of this phase is to ensure that only the production departments bear all overheads and that will ultimately be charged to the products. Such a revaluation is necessary to calculate the predetermined rate of absorption of overheads for the production departments through which
overheads are assigned to the products. The basis of secondaryation is also the cost of the benefits. ExampleU we have a department store (which is a service department). The cost of his store service is $1,000. Production Department A consumed 4,000 units, production department B consumed units. Thus, the cost of the store service
department will be retrained based on materials consumed by different departments. Department A Store: 1000 x 4/10 - $400The store B - 1000 x 6/10 and $600There, Total content consumed is 4,000 and 6,000 x 10,000 So the above ratio is 4,000 and 6,000 x 10,000 so the above ratio is как: Dpeartment A - 4000 / 10 000 - 4/10Раздел
B - 6000 / 10 000 - 6/10 6/10 6/10 apportionment of overheads questions and answers pdf. allocation and apportionment of overheads questions and answers
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